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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document describes the tooling, the setup and the execution of test campaigns performed to
evaluate a technical demonstrator in which the archetypal ST4RT converter developed by the project
has been adapted and integrated in the IT2Rail interoperability framework.
This technical demonstrator, and the test scenarios supported by it, is documented in ST4RT
deliverable D4.4 “Adaptation of Archetypal implementation of converter for use in IT2Rail semantic
broker”.
By documenting the test results obtained in the demonstrator, this deliverable additionally documents
implicitly the validation of an important design principle of the Interoperability Framework, namely
that it is indeed extensible, and that it can be implemented independently in multiple environments.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
Abbreviation

Description

ASSET MANAGER

A component of the Interoperability Framework

FSM

Full Service Model

GUI

Graphical User Interface

Open source framework built on RDF4J for JPA-style operations on
Triple Stores that uses RDF4J or JENA as underlying RDF frameworks
INTEROPERABILITY Technical enabler for semantic interoperability developed within the
FRAMEWORK
Shift2Rail IP4 Innovation Program
EMPIRE

IT2RAIL

“Lighthouse” project of the Shift2Rail IP4 Innovation Program

JENA

Apache Java framework for RDF

RDF

Resource Description Framework

RDF4J

Eclipse Java framework for RDF

RSP

Rail Service Provider

RU

Railway Undertaking

SOAP

Simple Object Access Protocol

SPARQL

Simple Protocol And RDF Query Language

SOAPUI

Open-source web service testing application for service-oriented
architectures (SOA) and representational state transfers (REST)

ST4RT

Semantic Transformations for Rail Transportation

TAP-TSI

Telematic Applications for Passengers – Technical Specifications for
Interoperability, European Commission Regulation (EU) 454/2011

VPN

Virtual Private Network

XML

eXtensible Mark-up Language

XSD

XML Schema Definition
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1. INTRODUCTION
The ST4RT project has been designed as an extension of the IT2Rail Interoperability Framework to
handle additional data specifications, namely a subset of FSM and TAP-TSI “booking” or
“reservation” messages.
However due to the delayed release of IT2Rail outcomes, and in order not to propagate these delays
in ST4RT, the two projects have been conducted essentially in parallel. In order to avoid a divergence
of developments that might have led to incompatible software artifacts, a decision was made to
“merge” the two project’s main components and to create an additional demonstrator to validate the
ability to run the ST4RT converter in this extended environment. This activity has resulted in the
following:
1. The IT2Rail and ST4RT Empire frameworks have been merged to incorporate the extensions
to the semantic annotation model developed in the ST4RT project into the IF. These
extensions are therefore no longer specific to the ST4RT converter but are available to the
whole of the IF;
2. The ST4RT converter has been made capable to use both the underlying RDF4J or JENA
java frameworks for RDF, thus leveraging either framework’s features for specific operations;
3. A semantic graph federation capability has been added to the Empire framework to give the
IF, and therefore the ST4RT converter, the ability to access remote graphs, as well as local,
to obtain additional data necessary to handle the TAP-TSI messages. These external graphs
can be additionally initialized from the IF Asset Manager.
As a result, the ST4RT converter deployed and tested in the Niklas Broker environment, as described
in deliverable D5.3 – “Demonstration platform ready for test”, has been enabled to be deployed on
an extended framework giving it the ability to operate on both local and remote semantic graphs and
to access IT2Rail Interoperability Framework Asset Manager resources, as shown in the following
figure:

Figure 1 - START Converted in Interoperability Framework
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In this scheme, the Message-to-message conversion element, i.e. the ST4RT Converter proper,
uses the extended RDF Lifting / Lowering framework which is capable to operate on both local and
remote graphs. The implementation of these new features have been tested in the following
scenarios:
1. “Pure” conversions:
a. TAP-TSI ReservationRequest to FSM PreBookingRequest;
b. TAP-TSI ReservationReply to FSM PreBookingResponse;
c. FSM PreBookingRequest to TAP-TSI ReservationRequest;
d. FSM PreBookingResponse to TAP-TSI ReservationReply.
2. TAP-TSI ReservationRequest / Reply transaction to an FSM Simulator.
3. FSM PreBookingRequest/Response transaction to a TAP-TSI Processor.
4. FSM Offering process to IT2Rail Travel Expert Broker for shopping.
The fourth scenario replicates the IT2Rail “shopping” process using the FSM Offering specification
message. As such it does not engage the ST4RT converter, which deals with bookings, but has
been included in the test in order to validate the “merging” of the ST4RT and IT2Rail rdf frameworks
showing that indeed this merging is functional beyond the ST4RT project’s use case.
The design of the demonstrator, the demonstrator test environment, and the test scenarios are
described in deliverable D4.4 “Adaptation of Archetypal implementation of converter for use in
IT2Rail semantic broker”. This document describes the testing tools and procedures, and the test
results obtained on the demonstrator.

2. TEST ENVIRONMENT AND TOOLS
The design of the demonstrator, the demonstrator test environment, and the test scenarios are
described in deliverable D4.4 “Adaptation of Archetypal implementation of converter for use in
IT2Rail semantic broker” and is not, therefore, reproduced here.
The demonstrator scenarios have been implemented as Web Archive Files (WAR) packaging web
services deployed on a mirror of the IT2Rail Interoperability Framework’s web application server on
Apache Tomcat 8.5. Each WAR can in fact be considered as a specialized implementation of the
process-to-process conversion layer shown in Figure 1, so that the ST4RT Converter proper, i.e. the
message-to-message layer, results in an independent, specialized component that can be injected
as a java archive file (JAR) to support multiple process-to-process conversion scenarios, on one
hand, and to operate on the distributed semantic graph on the other hand.
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The following figure illustrates the concept:

Figure 2 - "Injection" of ST4RT Converter in Interoperability Framework

Since test scenarios are exposed as web services, the test campaign is performed with the use of
the open-source SoapUI web service testing application for service-oriented architectures (SOA)
and representational state transfers (REST)1 .
The following figure shows the SoapUI set up for Interoperability Framework testing.

1

https://www.soapui.org/
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Figure 3 - SoapUI projects for Interoperability Framework testing
The four expanded projects on the leftmost column show, marked by a green icon, the four specific
web service bindings corresponding to the four test scenarios implemented in the demonstrator.
In addition, two additional “tools” are used in the test campaign: an FSM Simulator developed by
partner Oltis Group deployed on their servers, and a TAP-TSI Processor developed by Trenitalia to
provide actual TAP-TSI Reservation replies TAP-TSI Reservation request for the specific ST4RT
use case.

3. TEST REQUESTS

The following test requests are processed in test scenarios 1 through 3:
Origin / Destination

N° of passengers

Berth Type

Class

ROMA TERMINI

1 to n

SINGLE

FIRST

DOUBLE

SECOND

SPECIAL

TOURIST

PALERMO
CENTRALE
MILANO
CENTRALE

2_BED_COMP
3_BED_COMP
4_BED_COMP

Table 1 - Test Requests
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Scenario 4th, FSM Offering with IT2Rail Travel Experts uses the same requests of the IT2Rail
“corridor” use cases, except for the Madrid, Barcelona and Vienna routes whose travel experts,
provided by external Travel Service Providers, were no longer available at the time of ST4RT testing.

4. TEST SUITES AND LOAD TESTS
The execution of the tests has been automated through SoapUI Test Suites and Load Test tools
created directly in SoapUI projects. The reason for performing automated test campaigns are
multiple:
1. Increased productivity, hundreds of tests can be performed by a single person per day. This
is particularly important when the variety of test cases implied by the combination of test
requests variations resulting from the Test Requests table is considered even for the simple
case of a Berth reservation only.
2. Reproducibility of the test set up and execution environment by different test groups and
organizations
The ST4RT project will release the SoapUI projects including the test suites and load tests as xml
files as appendixes to the project’s deliverable. As such they constitute to all practical purposes a
detailed digital executable documentation of the test campaign, and for this reason they are not
described in detail here.

5. TEST RESULTS
This section of the document displays outcomes of the automated tests accompanied by graphs
produced from the data exported directly from the SoapUI tool. These data can be generated by
users using the SoapUI projects delivered as an appendix to the ST4RT deliverables, and they can
be used by interested parties with appropriate data visualization and reporting tools to generate
additional insights beyond the basic performance measures provided here.
All test results in this document are produced by load tests in which five parallel treads perform web
service invocations for 60 seconds.
In the remainder of this document we include for each load test, a screenshot of the completed
SoapUI load test and graphs of operation duration, average operation duration and transactions per
second against a horizontal axis with the number of the operation in the sequence.

5.1 “PURE CONVERSION” TEST SCENARIO
This scenario consists in testing FSM to TAP-TSI and TAP-TSI to FSM conversion of
Booking/Reservation Responses/Reply, resulting in four different operations.
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5.1.1 TAP-TSI to FSM Request conversion

Figure 4 - TAP-TSI to FSM Request test

The min, max, avg and last columns display maximum, minimum, average round-trip duration of the
operation in milliseconds, and the duration of the last operation respectively. The cnt column is the
number of requests processed, tps is the number of transactions per second, and err the number of
failed operations.
This display is the same for each load test and its legend will therefore be omitted in the rest of the
document.

Figure 5 - Performance of TAP-TSI to FSM Request conversion
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5.1.2 FSM to TAP-TSI Request conversion

Figure 6 - FSM to TAP-TSI Request test

Figure 7 – Performance of FSM to TAP-TSI Request conversion
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5.1.3 TAP-TSI to FSM Reply conversion

Figure 8 - TAP-TSI to FSM Reply test

Figure 9 - Performance of TAP-TSI to FSM Reply conversion

5.1.4 FSM to TAP-TSI Reply conversion

Figure 10 - FSM to TAP-TSI Reply test
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Figure 11 - Performance of FSM to TAP-TSI Reply conversion

5.2 FSM REQUEST/REPLY WITH TAP-TSI PROCESSOR

Figure 12 - FSM booking with TAP-TSI Processor
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Figure 13 - Performance of FSM Booking with TAP-TSI processor

5.3 TAP-TSI REQUEST/REPLY WITH FSM SIMULATOR

Figure 14 - TAP-TSI Booking with FSM Simulator test
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Figure 15 - Performance of TAP-TSI booking with FSM Simulator

5.4 FSM OFFERING WITH IT2RAIL TRAVEL EXPERTS
This text scenario sends offer requests to actual Travel Expert web services exposed by Travel
Service Providers. Since the automated load tests supported by the SoapUI tool may send hundreds
of requests within 60 seconds, the execution of these tests should be coordinated with the Travel
Expert organizations to prevent potential damage or degradation of service to their customers.
The test consists therefore of manual requests executed at relatively long intervals of the order of
minutes. In the following figure we display one of these tests performed for a request of offers
available from Lyon to Paris on October 26th. The request is processed by the Interoperability
Framework which invokes a service exposed by SNCF’s sales and reservation system. The request
is expressed in the FSM specification and the returned response from SNCF’s is also converted to
the corresponding FSM Offering response.
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Figure 16 - FSM Offering request response for Lyon - Paris
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